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Hello May!

W

here did the time go? It seems just like yesterday
we were welcoming in the New Year with BIG
PLANS for 2017!
Before we get into it, I just wanted to some highlights
from the past few months. We ran another AWESOME
series of Future Tradie events. We got some great
feedback from these and are excited to do it all over
again in June! This quarter also saw us nominated
for the Australian Small Business Awards. Lifestyle
Tradie was nominated as a finalist for Best Educational
Services, Dr.DRiP was a finalist for Best Trade Services,
whilst both Ange and myself were finalists in the
Entrepreneur of the Year category!
Okay, now for the stuff you’re here for!

As a business owner, the most important part of your
role is communication with your team. More often
than not I hear tradies complaining that there was a
miscommunication with staff and they ‘stuffed up’ a
job. The first step to fixing communication issues such
as this is identifying that there is communication issues
in the first instance… So take note of the 6 signs that
you’re not effectively communicating with your team on
page 9 and recognise if this is you or not!
Also, congratulations to our member of the month,
Dean & Gill from DCM Plumbing. These guys have
been with Lifestyle Tradie since 2014 and since then
have DOUBLED their turnover and increased their
profits massively! They’ve been able to achieve this
through moving everything to the cloud and systemising
office procedures, have a read about Dean and Gills
amazing work on page 6!
Checking up on the health of your business regularly
will ensure your business is functioning at its optimum
level, and ultimately making the all-important profits
you’re seeking! We take a look at 10 ‘testing strategies’
you can undertake to ensure you have a healthy
business on page 20.

Whilst Facebook dominates the social world, Linkedin
dominates the business. So it would be silly to not have
a presence here, and a good one at that. On page 16
I share with you our Top 5 Tips on how to establish
a professional presence among colleagues and even
potential customers.

Lastly, most of you have probably joined Lifestyle
Tradie to grow your business and be able to step back
from it to spend time with your family. Sometimes
these contradict you may find yourself struggling to
balance working full time and taking care of the kids!
We discuss our 17 quick tips on how to balance a
growing business and family life on page 10.

You’ve probably always been taught to SELL, SELL,
SELL, but what about the service you provide after the
sale has been made? Smart business owners know that
the best way to generate REPEAT sales is to stop selling
and to start giving value to customers. Find out how to
focus more on value and less on money on page 4.

Our mid-year R&R is quickly creeping up on us! We will
be in a fabulous new location at Port Douglas ready for
the Energise. Expand. Explore Lifestyle Tradie R&R! For
all the details, check out page 8.

Lots of people have probably told you to stop your
daily habit of enjoying a nice hot cup of coffee.
However, on page 18 I’m providing you with 9 excuses
to do exactly the opposite of this. Drink up!

To your success,

Speaking of excuses, I know we always say “no
excuses” throughout everything we do, but there’s
one more exception to this rule… To be a healthier,
happier, and more productive, you need to make
sure you take at least one day off a week. I can hear
you saying “but why and how? The work is just piling
up!” Find out the benefits on page 14 to find out your
answer.

Looking forward to seeing you all in the beautiful Port
Douglas!

Andy Smith
P.S - If you haven’t
already, make sure you
register your attendance
for the Lifestyle Tradie
R&R! Simply log into:
mylifestyletradie.com.au >
Events > R&R March 2017
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Lay it on the Plate

Why You
Need
To Stop
Selling
And Start
Serving
W

hile we need sales to survive in business, there
is a real danger in making sales your only
focus. There are two types of people in sales, those
who are interested in building relationships, and
those who are focused on the sale.
And depending on your motives, it could be costing
you customers.
The sales-focused, money-driven person
We all know this character, and there’s a high chance
we’ve all been this character at some point in our
business careers. They are the ones who nearly give
you a paper cut as they shove their business card
under your nose, or the businesses that make you
feel like a dollar sign rather than a living, breathing,
paying customer.
While you may still buy from these characters,
chances are you are buying because it is easier,
4

cheaper, or there is no other viable option at the
moment, not because you are loyal to them.
The same applies to your customers. When you
focus on ‘getting the sale’ your customers’ money
has a habit of becoming more important than the
problems they need solving, and anyone willing to
pay becomes your customer, not just those you know
you can help.
While this might help you with short-term cash flow,
it can harm you long-term and leave you vulnerable
to disruption.
If your customers are only with you because you

are the cheapest or the most viable at the moment
you need to prepare for a mass exit when something
better comes along – and it will.

suggestion, shortcut, solution, contact or similar, and
ensure your potential customers walk away with
something far more tangible than your business card.

The service-focused, value-driven person

Making this shift is not only more authentic, but it
also makes building relationships easier, meetings
more productive and generates a lot more sales and
referrals – because people want to be helped not
sold to.

Smart business owners know that the best way of
generating more sales is to stop selling and start
serving.
Stop having sales meetings, and start having problemsolving sessions.
Give value to your customers through an idea,

So, remember that customers want to be more than
a sale to you. And if you don’t want to act as a lead
source for your competitors, make sure you never
make them feel that way.
#45 / April - May - June 2017
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Lifestyle Tradie Member Profile

Dean & Gill Matthews
DCM Plumbing

VIP Platinum Members

1.Tell us a little about your business, life and
family, include when partner joined and how
she helps

3.Tell us a little about your life before joining
LTG – what wasn’t working, what was holding
you back or was in your way

We’re a small Gold Coast plumbing business that has
been in business for 12 years. Initially we only worked
on new homes but as the GFC hit and new building came
to a standstill, we diversified into maintenance. We
started with just myself and an apprentice, and as the
phones got busier, Gill stepped in full time to work in the
office, now we have five plumbers and two admin staff.

Before we joined LTG we were working from our garage
at home and Gill always calls it the dark ages as it was
not only a physically dark space to work but also with
the amount of paper we produced and the less than
streamline processes we had, it all felt like we were in
the dark ages. The guys on site filled in time sheets and
job sheets, then I would add to them and then Gill would
manually type them up in MYOB. The scheduling was
a notebook and hundreds of phone calls and not at all
easy to manage. We both knew there must be a better
way but with time always a factor with a young family
and full working days we struggled to balance our time
effectively.
4. What specific results have you achieved
since joining LTG
Where to start, there’s been lots!

2. What do you love most about what you do?
I love being my own boss, when Gill lets me ;) and
having the choice about the jobs we take. Being able to
continually tweak and improve the business is great too.
6

The very first one after the initial wake up call when
we started reading through the manuals that were
sent through, actually came from a small article in
one of your magazines talking about the benefits of
Aroflo (then IMS). Gill jumped on for a 1 hour trial and
we made the leap to get on board which moved our

scheduling, invoicing, inventory etc into the cloud. Just
in the first year we implemented this, we more than
doubled our turnover and hugely increased our profits
mostly because we were actually billing for the time we
were on site correctly and by managing our inventory so
much better. So just the smallest mention in one of the
LTG magazines took our entire business to a whole new
level. The other major impact came from one of the
workshops focussing on flow charts. Following the steps
given, Gill was able to systemise a huge chunk of her
jobs so that she could go to the World Club Crew Dragon
Boat Championships in Italy
that year and know that we
could still have a functioning
office whilst she was away.

accountant that understands how a trade business works
so you get ahead of tax planning and keep on top of
your figures so if things are going array you know quickly
and can act. Equally if things are booming you can
make sure it doesn’t all end up with the ATO!
7 - Some say working with your partner
is a challenge! How has being a member
of Lifestyle Tradie helped with your
relationship?
I think working with your
partner can be very difficult
and intense at times but
mostly we love having the
business in common, we
know what’s happened
in each other’s days and
can laugh or cry about it
together. Decision making
can be tricky when we don’t
agree but having the input
from LTG and the other
couples we’ve met through
LTG has really helped us
understand that we’re not
alone, it’s all very normal
and we can get through any
problems that do pop up.

5. Where do you see
your business in 5
years
We will have increased our
private customer base and
reduced our real estate
work. We will be running a
second Blocked Drain King
vehicle fully employed with
a dedicated repairs division
too. I will be 100% off the
tools and have a leading
hand overseeing the work in
the way I currently do. Gill
will be focussed on business
development rather than
any day-to-day operations
in the days she works in the
business.
6 - What are the top 3
things you have learnt
about business that you
would recommend to
other tradies and WHY?

8 - Tell us something
quirky about yourself
that your buddies
don’t know?

“We more than doubled our turnover
and hugely increased our profits mostly
because we were actually billing for the
time while were on site, correctly and by
managing our inventory so much better.”

Tip 1: Put the customers first so they rave about your
business, word of mouth is a powerful advertising tool.
Tip 2: Automate and systemise as much as you possibly
can to take the leg work out of basic tasks wherever
possible so there’s time and energy left to spend on the
important tasks that can’t be automated.
Tip 3: Always know your numbers, get a great

I love disco music so a light
up squares dance floor is on
my wish list!!

9 - If we were sitting
here one year from
now celebrating what
a great year it’s been,
what have you achieved (together)? (business/
life).
We’ve got our Blocked Drain King truck fully employed
on drains and our private customer job ratio has gone
up by 30%. In life we would like to have bought and
renovated two more properties to add to our property
portfolio and hopefully see the kids pass their driving
tests and be settled into jobs & university
#45 / April - May - June 2017
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Our Next Event

ReIgnite
& ReUnite
Energise.

Friday
28th July
and Saturday
29th July, 2017

Expand.

QT Port
Douglas

EXPLORE.

Exclusively for Diamond, VIP Diamond,
Platinum and VIP Platinum members

I

t’s that time again, the Lifestyle Tradie R&R is fast
approaching!

Trust me when I say…YOU HAVE TO BE
THERE…
Get ready to expand your mind in ways you didn’t
think were possible…This is a sure fire way to kick
your business up a gear and gain a competitive edge.
We have speakers locked, loaded and ready to go!
Keep an eye out because they will be announced very
soon!
PLUS Don’t forget about the Friday and Saturday
night dinners…All the information you need for these
can be found under the Social Events section on the
R&R July 2017 page!
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But first…Have you RSVP’d yet?
Our registration form is now ONLINE at
mylifestyletradie.com.au, under ‘Events’ > ‘R&R July
2017’.
So what’s your next step?
1. Go to mylifestyletradie.com.au, under ‘Events’ >
‘R&R July 2017’ and RSVP ONLINE
2. Book your accommodation – There is limited
accommodation left at the QT. Alternate options
can be found on mylifestyletradie.com.au, under
‘Events’ > ‘R&R July 2017’
3. Book your flights.
4. If you have any questions or need assistance,
send an email to us at info@lifestyletradie.com.au

Communication is the Key
As a business owner and manager, the most
important part of your role is communication.
The majority of what a manager does is
communicate with meetings, emails, and calls. It’s
not just about working with other people, but about
guiding them as a team, and you need to be a good
communicator to do that.
So how do you know if you’re communicating
effectively? What signs can you look for to spot
communication breakdowns before they cause
disaster?
Here are some indications that your team isn’t
getting the memo:
Work Isn’t Done Correctly, and You’re Not
Even Surprised.
If you’re expecting to review and correct work every
time it’s done, then this is a pretty obvious red flag. It
means that you, and your employee are doubling up
on the task each time… creating underproduction,
overwork and sinking morale. If you communicate
the expectations correctly the first time… it will be
done right the first time.
Work is Frequently Duplicated, or Missed Entirely.
Similarly to the above, if it’s not uncommon that two
or more team members do the exact same project,
or that projects fall through the cracks, then you have
a communication issue. Bring your team together and
work out some project management systems that
work for everyone involved.
Employees Seem Unfamiliar or Unsure of
General Company Strategy
If employees don’t have an understanding of the

high level strategy for your business, then they really
have no idea why they’re doing what they’re doing.
Not good. It’s easy to get lost in the day to day
of individual projects and tasks, but it’s important
to take a step back on a regular basis, and review
company strategy.
There’s No Trust
If your employees are no longer friends, or at
least friendly, it’s time to address the problem
and get everyone back on the same page. It’s
normally directly effected by productivity issues
and employees being dissatisfied with their fellow
employees output. It causes distrust and ultimately
will affect aspects that aren’t strictly professional.
High Turnover Rate
Obviously, staff leaving at an accelerated rate is one
of the big warnings that communication within your
business is off track. The best employees are aware
of their worth, and will not stand for teams in which
they feel they’ve been thrown to the wolves, or their
concerns fall on deaf ears.
Team Has Become Too Comfortable With
Each Other
On the other hand, if your team has become overly
comfortable, hanging out at work like they’re at
the pub, not at work, then you have a problem. It
may mean that priorities and expectations are so
lacklustre or confusing, they’re non-existent.
If your team is starting to show signs of poor
communication, the best thing you can do for it is to
- wait for it – communicate with them about it. Work
with your team to come up with a communication
system that works for everyone.
After all, your business is essentially a group of
people working towards a common goal, and
communication is the key factor.
#45 / April - May - June 2017
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The Family Juggle:

How To
Balance
Kids and
a Growing
Business

For those of you who are living it, you will
understand the struggle between a rich family life and
a growing busy business.
Working full time with kids is a juggle, and at times
hard to make it all work and stay happy in the
process.

can share the load at home. Make sure you agree on
the life you want for your kids and then BOTH find a
way to make it happen.

Here are some tips to help with the balancing act:

4. Be Present ForYour Kids InTheir Waking Hours
Even though you work ensure you have dedicated
time for the kids. If you can manage it, leave early
one day a week and pick them up from pre-school/
school, get them to the doctors or haircuts, or have
play dates – It’s a good de-stresser for everyone.

1.There Is No Right Way
The most important factor of all, is that you need to
want to work and have kids—everything else works
around that if you want it enough!
2. Be Flexible
What works with one child won’t work for two or
three children, or even at different ages. Young kids
can be easier than school aged kids, especially when
they first start school or as they move into the more
emotionally-needy teenage years. There are so many
ways of doing childcare - nanny, mum, hubby, friend/
home care, childcare, after-school care etc etc. The
key factors are ensuring your children are happy,
and that there is enough balance between external
activities and nurture time, with close family and
outside help.
3. Operate As A Team
If you love what you do, and it works for you, your
partner (be it your husband or wife or baby mummy
or daddy) could cut their workdays down and you
10

5. Make Your Family Time Is Not Negotiable
Pick your times, say 7-9am in morning - eat breakfast
and get ready for school/work together and do drop
offs. And then say in the evenings try and aim for a
family sit down dinner every night.
6. Reward Family Time Post Work Travel
If you have to travel extensively with work, a good
idea is to get your family to come and meet you
towards the end of the trip, and have a family holiday
tacked onto the end. It gives the kids something to
look forward to and helps minimise guilt while you’re
away.
7. Be There For Your Kids When It Matters
No matter how difficult, be there when they are sick
or when they win an award. Schedule time to help in

12.Take Up Offers Of Help
When someone offers to help, take them up. Easy.
13. Be Present On Weekend Sport
While you can’t be hugely present Monday to Friday,
try to be present at every weekend sport for the
kids. Help manage the teams if you can and do all
you can to “give back”.
14. Give And Take With Other Parents
Again, while you can’t do the school hours, do all
the night time pick-ups (the ones no other parent
wants). Find a way to balance it out so you can feel
happy to take other parents up on their offer to get
your kids to and from the things you can’t.

class when they are little if you can. Prioritise and you
can make it work.
8. Show Your Kids How Happy You Are
Because You Work
If your kids know how happy you are in your working
life, it will make it a positive scenario for all. Your kids
should know it’s important to pursue your passions,
your career and do what you love.
9. Always Keep A Weekly (Or Fortnightly At
The Latest) Date Night With Your Partner
Work hard on loving and keeping romance alive.
It makes everyone happier and provides a great
model for your own kids to see that you are multidimensional.
10. Make “Special”TimeThat Is Just ForYour Child
All they want is something they can rely on and look
forward to. Make it special. Have special one-on-one
“date” days with the kids; let them pick something
that is entirely for them—all day just with you.
11. Outsource As Much As You Can
Outsource all the stuff that you hate—for example,
cleaning, mowing lawns, pool maintenance, cooking,
or shopping. Spend your weekends and evenings
doing what you love with your family!

15. Encourage Your Kids To Be Independent
Teach your kids to do things like make their lunch,
cook dinner, do washing, ironing, feed the animals,
catch buses, make appointments, get themselves to
and from school activities, check their homework and
generally keep themselves occupied. This keeps them
busy, in control of their lives, responsible, and as you
might discover, also confident and good leaders. This
will help them as much as it will help you.
16. Separate Mum Time From Work Time
This differs for people, but trying to juggle too much
work at home, or kids at work, means that you might
comprise and perform poorly on both. So just focus
in the moment wherever you are and keep these two
parts quite separate. You want to be good at both,
and that will help you be good at both.
17.You Set The Rules
There is no rule book, no-one responsible for
“giving” or “allowing” you balance. Create the
environment that will work for you and your family.
Focus on work and family outcomes and find your
way. You will be respected by all, if you let people
know what you want, that you can be relied upon,
and that flexibility works both ways.
This is not a female thing. This is a parenting thing.
This is a commitment you make to yourself, to
your child, to your partner and as a leader to your
workplace.
Good luck to all the parents who are finding their
way, their groove, their balance, their pursuit of
ultimate happiness.

#45 / April - May - June 2017
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T

he Future Tradie event was created after
thousands of conversations with trade
business owners who are struggling with the same
challenges…
• Too many tradies hit an income ceiling and never
make the kind of money that they are capable of.
It’s time to earn what you are worth.
• Most tradies think that working harder and longer
will reap rewards - But the reality is, this is not
the case. It’s time to work smarter.
• So many tradies say they are ‘stuck in a rut’ but
aren’t sure what to do to get out of it. It’s the
BUSINESS MODEL that needs to change.

Date: Tue | 6th June
Location: ADELAIDE

We’ve been asked ‘how did you win the title of #1
Trade Business In Australia 2015’ for your trade
business? We’re going to share with you EXACTLY
what we have done to streamline our business and
transform our life. No secrets.
For the last 7 years we’ve been working with a
select group of trade business owners across many
different trades, taking them from Chaos to Control.
We’re going to share the very best of what is
working for them in The Future Tradie Event.

Date: Wed | 7th June
Location: PERTH

Date: Tue | 20th June
Location: MELBOURNE

Go to www.futuretradie.com.au

A Special Thanks
To Our Partners
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Each of our partners have an exclusive offer for you…
and enter the code futuretradie

At the Future Tradie Event, You Will Learn To…
1. Master Your Money and Maximise Profit
2. Transform Your Team To Save Time & Money
3. Attract A Grade Customers and Keep Them For
Life
4. Automate, Systemise and Streamline your Trade
Business
So WHO should come to the Future Tradie Live
Event?

It’s simple really…any trade business owner who
• Has ever wanted ‘more’
• Doesn’t believe they should settle for average
results
• Are winners, with a ‘can-do’ attitude and the
determination to match.
If you’re serious about transforming your trade
business to take it to another level then THIS is your
moment of truth.
This is your life, your decision. Make the right one.

Date: Tue | 21st June
Location: COOLANGATTA

Date: Thu | 22nd June
Location: SYDNEY

Date: Thu | 31st Auguts
Location: NEWCASTLE

now to claim your spot now!

go to www.lifestyletradie.com.au/exclusive-offers
to gain access to them now!
#45 / April - May - June 2017
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Want To Be Happier,
Healthier, and More
Productive?
You can, with just one weekly habit.
Just take a day off… yep, you heard that right.
So you’re having a tough week, you’re behind, you’ve
got too much work on, you cant keep up. Or, you
don’t have enough work and you’re stressing out,
worrying about cash flow.
Either way, you know what you should do this
weekend?
Take a day off!
You may think you can’t afford to take a day off, but
in fact, you can’t afford not to. As counter productive
as it may sound, taking a day off when you’re
overwhelmed and behind schedule is actually the
smartest thing you can do.
Your brain can get so overloaded with everything you
have to get done and all the problems you haven’t
yet solved. And this is why you need at least one full
day off out of every seven. Two full days off is ideal.
Research shows that the function of an exhausted,
overloaded brain is so impaired that it can take you
twice as long or longer to accomplish tasks than it
would if your brain were rested and alert.
Taking time off will help also help you to be a better
leader, and will help improve the productivity of your
whole business by having a flow on effect with your
employees.
Here are some ideas to ensure that you get the full
benefits of taking some time off:
14

1.Take a full day, not two half-days.
You can’t pile up partial rest days to make one full
one. Your brain needs that full 24 hours away from
work, and it needs them all at once.
2. Stay away from the office.
Just walking into your office puts your brain into
work mode, and undercuts the advantages of taking
time off. If you absolutely must respond to a workrelated email, do it from a mobile device, but you will
really benefit from not doing anything work related
for the whole day.
3.Take the time, even when you’re travelling.
You try to maximise the time you have when
you’re away, fitting in as many meetings as you can
when you’re in a certain place. BUT, if you’re too
exhausted, you can’t work at your best. So take a
day while you’re away, no matter where you are, for
some R and R.

4. Make sure you get the rest you need.
Don’t cram your days off with other chores… have
a reasonable plan for your day off. You can’t do
everything. Over-scheduling yourself and multitasking
in your home life isn’t much better than doing those
things at work, and you already know what a mistake
that is.

day off with a friend or someone you love. Enjoy the
therapy.

5. Do something outside your routine.
Any full day off will bring health, productivity benefits
and improve your mood. But you can amplify the
brain-resting benefits of your day off if you spend at
least part of it doing something you don’t usually do
– a surf lesson, a bushwalk, anything, just make sure
to do something you think is fun.

8. Do something that makes you happy.
It’s YOUR day off, do something YOU enjoy. This
is probably the most important rule. Don’t spend
your day off fulfilling obligations. Even if you ignore
all the rules above and spend the day binge watching
a series on Netflix… if that’s what makes you happy,
go for it!

6. Spend some time with family or friends.
Being with people you care about is good for the
soul, and can actually add years to your life! We’re
not meant to be alone. Even though we all need a
bit of alone time, try and include some time in your

Think of your day off a YOUR day, and you cant go
wrong. Fill it with whatever makes you truly enjoy,
makes you happy and rejuvenates you. Your brain,
and your business will thank you when you do get
back to work.

7. Get out in nature.
You don’t have to get all Bear Grills about it, but get
out in the fresh air, head to the park, the beach, even
your backyard. It will do you the world of good.

#45 / April - May - June 2017
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5 Ways To Link In
To LinkedIn
L

ooking to establish a professional presence and
connect with colleagues or potential customers?
Well, we all know that LinkedIn is one of the best
platforms for that. And if you didn’t, well, listen up!
Whether you’re trying to promote your company
or your self for that matter, you need to make your
profile stand out from the crowd. These are the best
five ways to increase your visibility on LinkedIn.
1. Endorsements
Endorsing someone accomplishes two
things. You’re doing a good deed,
and the other person receives
a notification from you to
reciprocate. The more
endorsements you get
for specific skills, the
better. This will make
your profile more
attractive and more
visible to others
searching for
specific skills.
It’s also important to
let past and present
peers know what
they do well, reinforce
that message via an
endorsement. It will also
give you more authority when
you start to interact in group chats.
2. Seek recommendations.
You need to be proactive if you’re going to stand out.
Ask for recommendations directly. Don’t be afraid
to ask for a LinkedIn recommendation from trusted
colleagues that know you and are familiar with
your work. Most people will be happy to, if they feel
confident in your ability and skills as a professional.
3. Complete your professional summary.
Your professional summary is like the shop window

16

of your profile, it’s the first thing your visitors will
see. Your professional summary should have a short
introduction telling people what you do and why
you’re here. Keep it short and sweet, and keep it
personal, as if you’re welcoming someone into your
territory, because, well, you are!
4. Link to your other professional social platforms.
You want your followers to connect with you on multiple
platforms because LinkedIn is all about pulling in as many
people as possible. By increasing the number
of connections you have, the more
visible you are to strangers. You
should aim to have the biggest
web of contacts you possibly
can.
5. Browse the
‘People You May
Know’ list.
Keep connecting
with new people
and increasing
the number of
connections you
have. This will enable
you to appear to a
greater number of
people. The ‘People
You May Know’ list is
LinkedIn’s search engine.
The way they come up with
suggestions is through connecting
mutual contacts, or through matching up
certain characteristics, such as where you went
to school. Browse this regularly and see who comes up.
These five tips have the potential to connect you
with more people and to become more visible on
LinkedIn. The real secret to success on LinkedIn is
to stay active. Join groups and actively send traffic to
your LinkedIn profile. Use these tips to start making
your LinkedIn growth a business priority.

The Best of

The things you find on YouTube right? Did you know
there’s a whole lot of dancing going on on the job site?
We’ve found a dancing Tiler, a Boogieing Beyonce
brickie… have you ever let your hair down on the
job site to your favourite song and thought no one
was watching?
Well, you can never be too sure…
Check out these twirling tradies on
YouTube for a good laugh
All the Single Tradies
https://youtu.be/L4bEzmbjV40
The Dancing Tiler
https://youtu.be/pgl1eP4zr2A
A Boogieing Brickie
https://youtu.be/vmeI31SAe8g
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Your Morning C

Actually Good Fo
Yep, drink up coffee lovers…
If you’re anything like us, its rare to get through the
day without that delicious dark liquid called coffee.
Society is obsessed with it, it’s everywhere, and for
good reason. It keeps you awake, it’s a drink you can
sip throughout the day, and it has an enticing aroma
that can fill a whole room. We’re addicted to this hot
satisfying elixir.
So you’ll be happy to know that our coffee addiction
is actually better for you than you think. Here’s why
you shouldn’t shy away from your morning cuppa.

1. You could live a longer life
Despite its innocent appearance, coffee is full of
antioxidants, which prevent damaging chemicals from
wreaking havoc on our bodies and minds. In people
between the ages of 50 to 70, those who included a
cup of coffee in their daily routines had a lower risk
of death from serious health conditions than those
who did not.

2. You can improve your mood
The Harvard School of Public Health reported that
women who consumed four cups of coffee a day
or more had a 20% lower chance of developing
depression than those who did not drink any coffee
at all.
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3. You could reduce your chances
of cancer
In a study published by the Journal of the National
Cancer Institute, people who drank four cups of coffee
a day had a decreased risk of developing malignant
melanoma, the most serious kind of skin cancer.

4. You could reduce your chance
of developing Alzheimer’s
The Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease published a study
that found that levels of the protein associated with
Alzheimer’s are much more reduced in people who
drink five cups of coffee a day or more.

5. You could burn more fat
Caffeine is found in almost every over-the-counter
fat-burning supplement commercially available today,
and for good reason. It’s been shown to increase
metabolism by 3%-11%, and to increase the burning
of fat from 10%-29%, depending on your body type.

6. You could lower your risk of
type 2 diabetes
Interestingly enough, people who drink the most
coffee have a much more reduced risk of developing
type 2 diabetes- a condition represented by elevated
blood sugar and insulin levels in the body. A recent
study found that coffee drinkers have a 23%-50%
lowered chance of getting the disease.

Coffee Is

or You!
7. You could feel
less pain

Caffeine has been shown to
possess a protein with a mild paintranquilizing effect that is similar to
that of morphine, according to a study
conducted in Brazil. Coffee can even
alleviate stress, in addition to making you
feel better.

8. Improve Your Memory
Coffee has been proven by researchers to
block adenosine receptors in the brain,
something that allows for an improved
short-term memory.

9. You could be
improving your
brain and your
heart’s health
People who drink 1-3 cups of coffee a
day are 20% less likely to be hospitalised for
abnormal heart rhythms than those who don’t
consume any at all. It also able to lower heart and
stroke risk.
So, if you ever needed an excuse for your morning
long black, well, there’s 9 of them. And you didn’t
think you could love your barista any more…
#45 / April - May - June 2017
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How Healthy Is
Your Business?

J

ust as a person needs to check their blood
pressure, cholesterol and other essential functions,
a business also needs to have its vital signs continually
checked to make sure that its functioning at its
optimum level.
Want to really know how healthy your business is?
Just like at the doctor, when you want to find out if
something is wrong, you normally require some kind
of test, and its not dissimilar here… It’s all about
testing.

Here Are
‘10 Testing
Strategies’
To Ensure
The Heath
Of Your
Business
1. Know your vital signs – they are unique to
each business
Each business must identify its own vital signs. Metrics
such as reputation, engagement, even the way staff
communicate in meetings can be critical measures of
business health. It is crucial to understand the core
currencies of your business.
“There is no value in a retailer thinking that the most
important measure of a store is how many people
20

come through the door, if they are coming in to check
out the item, go home and buy it on eBay.” Sean
Spence, Director of Consultancy Sean Spence &
Associates
2. Continually test, test, test your products
and services
You need to be testing all the time and ironing things
out. Think of your business as a ‘live site’ and never
static, try to put your business under some kind of
scrutiny everyday. Pretend you’re a customer and see
what they see.
3. Constantly Test Your Staff
Staff can be measured on a range of indicators
that suit your business. From revenue targets and
personal performance to team morale. The key is
having competent staff and systems to back them
up. But you need to make sure they work correctly

6. Get addicted to feedback
Feedback from customers, staff, even from suppliers.
It’s important to collect feedback on a regular basis,
through feedback forms, online surveys, or even
just a chat to your customer on the job site. It’s so
important to know what customers are thinking
about your business.
7. Apply stress tests
To take things to extremes, apply a series of worstcase tests to businesses. For example:
A: Assume all existing customers switch to a
competitor, starting tomorrow. What strategies will
be used to manage the business going forward?
B: How will the business meet its obligations if the
bank changes the rules and asks that all debt be
repaid in five years or less?
It’s a great way to test what a company can or can’t
do under pressure.
8. Keep The Communication Lines Open.
Make sure your business is effective at capturing
complaints, as well as dealing with them. You
might be thinking that you have really low negative
feedback, when really; customers find it too difficult
to actually deliver their complaints. Make sure the
feedback lines are open.

and don’t go off track. The biggest risk to a high
performing organisation is an underperforming
resource, and allowing that resource to remain in
place.
4. Add a bit of mystery
Perhaps on occasion you can test areas of your
business when staff are unaware they’re being tested.
Like the good old mystery shopper scenario. Call
your phone number and test how you’re dealt with
on the phone. Offer bonuses for glowing reports
etc and on the other end, written warnings for poor
performance.
5.Testing is a hands-on process
There is no substitute for seeing something for
yourself. It’s really the only way to properly highlight
and eliminate potential issues. A random drop into a
job site could uncover invaluable information.

9. Align testing with you objectives
This disconnect between company objectives and
the way staff see their roles in the business can be
disastrous. If staff don’t understand the business
objectives, how can they understand where the
business wants to go? Test your staff on their
knowledge of your company’s objectives, not just
compliance.
10. Focus on the Strengths AND Weaknesses
Yes you need to test your strengths, but you also
need to test your weaknesses to ensure you can
improve on them. If you had a child at school and
they came back with two As, a B and a D, you would
focus on improving the D, you wouldn’t focus on
the A and try and make it a A+, which is quite often
what happens in business. If you don’t fix your
weaknesses, you wont have a business for long.
Give your business a health check up regularly, and
a bit of routine maintenance and you wont require a
huge health overhaul in the long run.
#45 / April - May - June 2017
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The Latest from
My Man Cave...

The RIF6 Cube
This is an incredible little gadget that allows you
to project your mobile phone with a 120 display.
Simply connect your smartphone to the cube, and
you’re able to view Netflix, YouTube videos, games,
pictures and more right on a nearby wall. Its size and
weight make it perfect for travel, and it’s great for
presentations too.
It’s also great at home if you don’t want to tethered
to the living room for your TV watching. And,
it’s surprisingly bright for its size. It’s Portable,
Rechargeable, includes HDMI Cables and Tripod.
And, it can be all yours for about $250

Zepp 3D Multi-Sport
Motion Sensor
Perfecting your golf swing takes years and years of
practice, dedication and hard work. But, with the
Zepp Golf 3D Swing Analyzer, you’ll be closer to
perfecting your drives in no time!
If you’re an analytics-driven guy, this little device
(and its app) is the perfect gadget for you. It simply
attaches to the back of your glove, and wirelessly
sends data to your smartphone. It tracks your swing
with various metrics such as club head speed, swing
plane, hand path, tempo, backswing position, hip
rotation and more. It even pops out a swing score
each time so that you can work on your golf game.
You can even compare your swing directly to PGA
Tour Pros via video. It also works to analyze your
baseball swing and other similar motions.
All yours for just $99.99
22

App for Tradies

Mountainwatch
Snow Report
& Forecast
So Winter months will soon be upon us, and for lots
of us, that means its time to take a sneaky break and
head to the mountains.
To help you make the most of the season, The
Mountainwatch Snow Report & Forecast
App is all you need to stay on point for all snow
conditions, snow forecasts and snow news.
With live snow cams, daily snow reports and 7 day
snow and weather forecasts, it will help you pick the
time you wanna sneak away and head to the hill.
Either that, or you can use it to help you daydream
about where you’d rather be!
Download from the iTunes store now for $4.49
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/mountainwatchsnow-report/id371429063?mt=8
Get the app.
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Next Issue
Train Your Brain Healthy!
Everyday you have roughly 70,000
thoughts, and that’s 70,000 times
you have the opportunity to either lift
yourself up, or bring yourself down.
We will share with you five exercises
that will train your brain for happiness
and success.

Learn To Be Healthier, Richer & More
Popular
Sounds too good to be true doesn’t
it… but if you make time for Learning,
it will make you healthier, richer,
and more popular, and who doesn’t
want that! And these are just some
of the impressive benefits of lifelong
learning.

Plus so much more...

Can’t wait to see you all at the upcoming R&R in Port Douglas on 28th & 29th July!

Andy & Ange
Don’t forget, want to share your hot tips, recommended suppliers or any
other information that will benefit the Lifestyle Tradie Community.
Drop us a line to

info@lifestyletradie.com.au
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